Château suprême

A FUSION OF TWO STYLE ICONS
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My goal was to respect over 100 years of La Cornue heritage and DNA yet
create a timeless art piece for the modern day culinary connoisseur. The end
result is breathtaking, making it the centerpiece of the home and jewel of the kitchen.
Ferris Rafauli

The 'Château' range is an icon of the French art of living throughout the world.
Reworked by Ferris Rafauli, this new version is the ultimate in sophistication.
To create it, the designer considered and revised each element of the range to bring
out its most quintessential qualities, taking the precision of the lines and details
to a whole new level. Hour upon hour was spent on selecting the materials, working
tirelessly and making adjustments to bring his totally unique vision to life.
From the simmering plate engraved with stars to the plinth inspired by classic
timeless Art Deco inspiration, not forgetting the fully redesigned control knobs
and the leather-covered hood, the power – as well as the attention to detail – of
this exceptional piece is truly astonishing to behold.

Exquisite, invaluable, intense: totally Ferris and exclusively La Cornue.

FROM SUBSTANCE TO QUINTESSENCE
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Enamel, walnut, brass and leather: only the very best materials have
been used and enhanced to express all the grandeur of Château Suprême
by Ferris Rafauli.
Configuration of Château Suprême by Ferris Rafauli:
•
•
•

Grand Palais 180 with 2 warming cupboard modules
Special cooktop including a walnut chopping block
Grand Palais 180 leather-covered hood

DETAILS EXCLUSIVE TO CHÂTEAU SUPRÊME
BY FERRIS RAFAULI

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Single LC – FR brand plate
Special Ebony King colour
Burners and simmering plate engraved with the La Cornue stars
Solid walnut chopping block built into the cooktop
Dual material control knobs a designer integration of body colour
coordinated enamel inserts with in the hardware
Stepped profiling detailing on all the metal trims and backplates
Additional fully integrated drawer units around the range to
create a full module
Plinth comprising 255 aligned moulded bars

FERRIS RAFAULI
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Ferris Rafauli is an iconic designer and artist who conceives, designs and builds
ultra-luxury homes and lifestyle creations for an elite clientele worldwide.
Ferris Rafauli is a tastemaker and is a known trendsetter in the world of ultra
luxury design.
He is best known for seamlessly integrating timeless architecture and sumptuous
interior designs in each project that he designs and builds with a masterful attention
to detail.
Ferris Rafauli personally designs all elements of his projects, from the elevations to
the floor plans, to the interior designs and the fine furnishing to the landscaping.
Each of these elements are seamlessly designed and built with the highest level of
craftmanship and attention to detail by Ferris Rafauli, resulting in the ultimate in
luxury lifestyle.

